LS Horizon - Delivering international quality legal services

With a strong network across ASEAN, what are the strengths of LS Horizon as a regional legal services firm?

The strength of LS Horizo  ...ontinent of the lawyers and law firms in these markets. These law firms live and work in ASEAN, which means that they understand the policies, regulations and legal regulatory framework of their local markets. Their local knowledge and insights mean that LS Horizon adds great value because it means that we can advise them or directly assist the investment at a local level. Further, LS Horizon serves as a nominal presence in the market for local law firms because, although English remains the lingua franca there is something to be said about a law firm whose principal lawyer has a unique understanding of the cultural proficiency in the region in which they work. LS Horizon is an extraneous skill set, possessing linguistic and cultural proficiency that is necessary to act as a liaison for who make up our strong network, has these necessary skills as well as the unique skills to provide high quality, value-added legal services in a competitive market.

How important is the relationship with the local law firms in ASEAN and Singapore in terms of business and legal advice?

The ties are very important. Thailand is the second largest ASEAN economy and is the most developed ASEAN nation – but even so, the two economies are only expected to grow over the next decade. Additional, the list of investment activities that are on the operating license of the local law firms contains certain additional exemptions, carve-outs, or restrictions within a particular investment activity. Without the guidance of local counsel the investor may miss out on the benefits and incentives by merely restructuring their investment. Our firm regularly advises multi-national clients on a full range of options available for investing in Thailand or elsewhere.

What challenges do clients face when doing business in the market?

In LS Horizon’s experience, the main challenge is that the market is navigated the offshore component investment in Thailand with the assistance of local counsel. For instance, certain investments may invoke overlapping jurisdiction between various levels of government, consequently requiring the investor to initiate the investment with one regulatory authority but petition another for the operating license. Additionally, the list of investment activities that are on the operating license of the local law firms contains certain additional exemptions, carve-outs, or restrictions within a particular investment activity. Without the guidance of local counsel the investor may miss out on the benefits and incentives by merely restructuring their investment. Our firm regularly advises multi-national clients on a full range of options available for investing in Thailand or elsewhere.

What does LS Horizon’s commitment to delivering international quality legal services mean for clients?

As a leading regional multi-cultural institution of higher education, LS Horizon Global’s Pathfinder (ATG) is committed to offering state of the art education, research and training in technology, management and societal development.

ATG was established in 1996 by the Amy Leventis Educational Foundation (SEATO), an international organization for the development of the region. As the first post-graduate international institution in Asia, ATG has become one of Asia’s prime institutions with students and alumni now working and studying around the world.

Today, ATG’s mission is to develop highly qualified and committed professionals who will play a leading role in the development of the region and its integration into the global economy.

ATG is the School of Management and the School of Engineering Resources and Development and the School of Management.

ATG has been a bridge between India and China. The country is also open to international students with a relatively low cost of living and offers cultural, ethical and religious diversity. These factors create attractive opportunities for students as it allows them to cooperate with local businesses in Thailand and broadening the experience of the local market. In 2018, ATG was awarded the best management education program in the world by the Financial Times. ATG’s School of Management is an international market leader in management education, providing students with the knowledge and skills to succeed in a global business environment.

The relationship between Singapore and Thailand is excellent. We have been friends and partners for a long time. Thailand is one of the most significant neighbors in Singapore’s ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) and Singapore is one of the four top investment partners in Thailand and these investments are in many sectors. ASEAN
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